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Cold Bars of Love
Abdel and Amir just robbed
the hospital although they felt horrible they were doing it for the right reason. Or better yet the right
person.
Abdel and Amir are troubled kids. Things went downhill their mom has colon cancer and they can barely
get by sometimes there's not even food in the fridge or paid bills plus there is
no cure for their mother’s colon cancer. One day Amir and Abdel came back home and they saw a man.
The man was wearing a black shirt, pants, and black beanie and looked at them suspiciously. The man
came up to Amir, grabbed him by the shoulder, and told him, “Do you want to earn some money for
your mom so she will not die ”? Amir said yes and admittedly regretted it but Abdel hesitated and
thought about what is this man trying to do, but then Abdel realized this could help their family.

The Man took them to an alleyway that led to an underground bunker. That's when Abdel knew it was
the mafia. The gang told them if you robbed the hospital for a heart. The mafia boss was wearing a black
suit and explained that hearts can be sold for millions of dollars. “So are you in,” the mafia boss says?
Abdel said that “we will think about it”.Other Men wearing black blocked the exit. They knew about our
mom’s condition and she doesn't have much more time. It turns out our father owed them money too.
So if we do not help them we will die here. The mafia said for the second time, “are you in” the mafia
boss said again yelling. Abdel’s heart started to race and thought how much of a chance the heist would
work, while Amir was thinking how great their lives would be without thinking about the consequences.

While Abdel and Amir were walking home they were Abdel was thinking about how they were going to
make this heist work. So when they got home and saw their mother in pain, they knew that they had to
do this, so Abdel and Amir started to plan the hist. They started by finding a way in the hospital past the
guards and defenses then they made a machine to keep the heart intact. When it was the day for the
hist Abdel and Amir came back to the mafia and told them the plan. The mafia agreed and drove them
into the back of the hospital then the brothers climbed up in the hospital and found a window cut it
open they got in past the guards using their invisibility cloaks and Amir used his acrobatic skills to get
past the lasers into the vault where they kept the hearts they took a heart. Throughout this whole
operation, Abdel couldn't help but feel like something was wrong. This was too easy. Unfortunately,
every time Abdel tried to talk to Amir about it Amir would just tell him “Life is going to be better just
think of mom.” They thought of their mom every step of the way. Then without even knowing a guard
approached them and shot Amir in the leg. They started bolting through the hospital where they jumped
out on the 7th story from a window. Cops were wearing blue and black outfits everywhere as they felt a

rush as if they were flying. They did not think of their wrong action, they thought of nothing. For once in
Abdel’s life, he did not know what to do. As they glided through the wind they had a breath. They
were doing it for the right reason or better yet the right person they remembered. They got into a
getaway car. Well, as fast as someone can when they are being chased by cops. It took them to another
where their mom was staying for the week. They cured her immediately. Their mother was safe. Finally,
the pain in Abdel and Amir’s hearts was let go. Right after they were leaving the hospital they got caught
by the cops. Guess who called the cops on the twins?
It was the mafia’s boss!!!!!! A few minutes later they were in jail going to court and saw their mom enter
with a face of despair. Abdel and Amir had no lawyer and they were pleading to the judge “we did it
for our mother please believe us.” “We teamed up with the mafia to help our mom not to do anything
wrong.” Their mom started to cry and did not stop. The mafia has everything on video so Abdel and
Amir are proven guilty. Their mother was saying “NO NOT MY BABY BOYS!!” Amir started shouting back
“everything will be ok mom we will never give up on you we promise!” Abdel was speckless; he could
not talk at all. They were transported to jail. Amir was still shouting and cursing at the guard that took
them to jail. Abdel tried to kick the guard and get his gun so he could shoot the guard and getaway. It
backfired and when they got to jail the guard placed them in two different cells because the guard did
not want Abdel to break out with Amir. That was how they lived for 2 years apart. Although they felt
horrible they were doing it for the right reason. Or better yet the right person and still loved their mom
and each other forever. They cared more about their family than themselves. They were two selfless
souls with hearts of gold that had exceptional minds. They were put into a hard decision and they acted.
This is not fair but so is life and that is what kept them going. Staring into the cold bars that they call
home now they feel good. For once in their life, they felt good...

Some Information about the characters:
Abdel: Abdel means breathing or a breath of fresh air. These values are logic, knowledge. Age 17
Gender Male
Religion Judaism family: mom, dad, brother
Amir : Meaning: prince he lives in his imagination Actions: Empathetic, Poetic, and daredevil Age: 17
Gender: Male
Religion: Jewish
Family: Sick Mom, Dead Dad

